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Speculations on the Lyrical and the Narrative
Modes in Poems by Dan Schwarz
by H elen Maxson
In his poem “Spring Sounds,” Dan Schwarz
describes the sounds of a creek as a musical com
position of separate voices sometimes singing in
unison and sometimes carrying distinct parts. The
structural pattern ascribed to the creek takes vari
ous forms throughout Schwarz’s poetry, helping to
define it as a whole.
Spring Sounds
Spring sounds: low-pitched baritone
of roaring creek, insistently,
slowly cutting shapes as it
gathers its strength,
rolls, tumbles, roaring
strongly in bass,
then, yes, tenor surge
over ancient rocks
in three discrete small cataracts,
before coalescing at next plateau
returning to orderly pattern,
softer, gentler gurgling
of soprano trickles and alto drips,
pleasurable cacophonous trilling.
There is much about this brook as an image
that can speak to several themes and, thereby, to
several of Schwarz’s poems, revealing among them
a common dynamic that unifies them as the brook
unifies its trickles and drips. The brook participates
in both order and cacophony. It flows over ancient
rocks. Its flow is both urgent and casual. It carries
impact, cutting “shapes”—of self-expression and
of impressions made on the surrounding landscape
—that mirror the workings of other poems. There
is a universality to this brook that, engaging
Schwarz’s other poems, reflects what it means to
him to be human, to be alive, and to describe—as
music and language and paint describe —those

experiences.
Schwarz’s poem, “Mother in Hospice, April
2005,” enacts the creek’s dynamics in various ways.
A dying mother, surrounded by her family, honors
individual members by tenderly commenting on
their personal needs, struggles, and strengths. At
the same time, she counsels them to become, as the
brook does, a unified whole, “to love each other, /
avoid strife, anger.” In the final stanza of the poem,
the concept of coalescing as a family becomes a
mode of being or living in which individual ele
ments of experience comprise the strands of life’s
fabric, rather than moments between them.
There is a mystery in “Mother in Hospice, April
2005”: just as individual trickles and drips combine
to form a larger stream, as well as “discrete small
cataracts,” the individual moments of life form
a fabric that celebrates each one separately and
gives them precedence over any totalizing agenda
that we might be tempted to impose on our lives
and in which these moments would be lost. The
mother's moments of clarity as she dies come to
her naturally rather than as a function of her will.
Coming and going on their own terms, they pro
duce a fabric of individual feelings and memories
that are “warp and woof of life itself.” Embracing
this aspect of her dying as a way of living, the
poem’s speaker affirms the workings of the brook
as a mechanism that can detach us from what is
artificial, connecting us with what is genuine and
can help us to live well.
The poem “Generations” describes a similar
mystery involving human experiences that co
alesce yet remain distinct. The speaker of the poem
remembers a New Year’s Day celebrated with his
elders, whose poor health and approaching deaths
have much to do with the atmosphere at the party:
“Time —ghostly uninvited / guest —circulated like /
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stale medicated air in hospice room." Yet. even as the
irrevocable marker of life’s end is much in evidence,
the generational boundaries defining the party guests
blur for the speaker: "Conversational hum and buzz /
touched by mortality / returned me to my past, even
as / I saw my future self." The speaker imagines
those at the party as they were when they were
younger, "in full vigor, at similar parties years ago,
/ and realized I soon will be them, / my sons me,
and the yet unborn / would watch my sons age.”
The speaker finds himself in both his elders and
in his sons, in a perception that softens the influ
ence of time, as well as the ravages of life itself
represented by "Alzheimer’s,...adult children lost
to heroin, / alcohol, and mental collapse.” There
is a power here coming from identification with
others —a form of coalescence with them —that
defeats time and rises above distinctions that we
take for granted in our day-to-day lives.
In fact, there is a component of transcendence
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in the mysterious coalescences of all these poems.
It is helpful to remember here that Dan Schwarz
has spent much of his scholarly career studying
the workings of modern British fiction, a body of
stories that behaves in various ways like the po
etry of British high romanticism. We think of the
language with which D. H. Lawrence describes
human passion, language that sometimes leaves
behind the linear, syntactical logic of prose for the
more associative logic of poetry. We think of the
moments of discovery and epiphany that inform the
stories of Conrad, Joyce, and Woolf. These novel
ists reinforce the impulses toward transcendence
that their readers have found in romantic poetry,
and Schwarz’s poems frequently enact those same
impulses.
At the same time, Schwarz's poems make use
of many literary elements generally associated with
fiction. The lyric moments of feeling and percep
tion he describes emerge from narrative contexts
of setting, situation, and character. To be sure, the
lyrics of high romanticism happen within narrative
contexts too: Coleridge studies the secret ministry
of the frost in a midnight lull in life’s activities as
the parent of a baby in the English countryside,
and the poem tells a story about that parent even
as it explores his inner musings and discoveries.
But the narrative dimension of Schwarz's poems
is not often upstaged, or upstaged for long, by the
sort of lyricism or epiphanic experiences for which
the romantic poets are known. Perhaps we might
see Schwarz’s poems as poetic versions of the
modern fiction he has studied as a scholar. Perhaps
we might liken the interplay between the narrative
and the lyrical in these poems to the dynamics of
his brook in "Spring Sounds,” as it passes among
its separate cataracts and the plateaux on which
their coalescing transcends them.
One of the features of Schwarz's poems that
emphasizes their narrativity is their use of quotation
and dialogue. Schwarz’s poems often advance an
underlying theme by remembering words and verbal
exchanges of the past. In fiction, even as it develops a
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story’s underlying themes, dialogue helps to develop
character and scene. In lyric poems, those goals are
usually secondary to more ephemeral or transcendent
explorations. In Schwarz’s poems, however, we find a
balance between the narrative and the lyrical in which
dialogue participates in an overall—ultimately tran
scendent-fabric of voices that together constitute
the poem. It is a balance akin to that between the in
dividual and the blended that we have already traced
in Schwarz’s brook and in the lesson represented by
the dying mother for her son. The characters’ voices
in Schwarz’s poems stand out as individual expres
sions that help to conjure a narrative, even as they
are absorbed by some lyric exploration that is carried
out by the speaker’s voice.
Schwarz’s poem “Snowbound” expresses well
the balance between the concrete subjects that usu
ally inform narrative and the abstracted or transcen
dent experiences that tend to comprise the subjects
of lyric poems. Schwarz introduces the poem by cit
ing the lyrical ending of Joyce’s story “The Dead,”
in which snow is falling all over Ireland so as to
bury the differences between individual things and
diminish the differences between, “all the living and
the dead.” In Schwarz’s poem, the snow, “buries
roads, / homogenizes houses, / nullifies difference.”
For both Joyce and Schwarz, the snow clearly sug
gests some state that transcends the distinctions
among concrete things, but there is at least one
important difference between their views. Critics
of Joyce have long disagreed on whether to find
hope or despair in the final image of “The Dead”
(and, for that matter, in many images throughout
Joyce’s work in which he seems deliberately to
resist interpretation). Schwarz participates in that
ambiguity in the first of his poem’s two stanzas: the
snow is peaceful, but it nullifies. But in the second
stanza, he casts the state of being snowbound as a
process of gestation and hope:
Blizzard awakens my soul.
It’s as if I were enclosed in womb
from which I emerge reborn,

or crypt that magically reopens.
Smoldering passion, creativity, curiosity
melt snow, prepare
ground for flowering, renewal.
In Schwarz’s re-envisioning of Joyce, snow
nullifies the individual only to prepare for indi
vidual birth. Distinct cataracts that coalesce in a
brook, threads that intertwine in a fabric, delineated
scenes and characters of narrative that transcend
worldly distinctions in some form of lyrical expe
rience—perhaps we can say that in the cosmos of
Schwarz’s poems, all these things gestate for a time
in a loss of self that will, in the end, enhance each
cataract, thread, and character. If so, perhaps we
can also say that in Schwarz’s poems, the relation
ship between the individual voices of dialogue and
the speaker’s voice that, in the end, absorbs them
mirrors that between cataract and brook or between
threads and fabric and, so, enhances the dialogu
ing voices. Certainly the voices of the speakers
in Schwarz’s poems rise often to the level of the
abstract. The nouns his speakers use are frequently
offered without the articles that, in common speech,
would attend them.
In “Snowbound,” the speaker describes being
“enclosed in womb ... or crypt”; in the poem’s first
verse, the extensive whiteness is “still as frozen
pond.” The family in “Mother in Hospice, April
2005” is “Crowded into cubicle.” Throughout
Schwarz’s poems, his speakers’ nouns rise —leav
ing behind articles —from the specific to the
general, from the concrete to the abstract. As a
result, the characters’ voices are defined against
them, to a corresponding degree, as reflections of
specific individuals. Perhaps we might say that
the abstracted language of his speakers offers,
among other things, a fertile snow against which
his individual characters are defined —a womb
of thoughtfulness and transcendent realization in
which the specificity of narrative is subdued in
order to be later enhanced. To be sure, Schwarz’s
speakers tell their own stories with specific details.
But they provide, too, something akin (though not
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identical) to the “conversational hum and buzz"
attending the New Year's Day celebration in the
poem “Generations," in which individual voices
are muted, and against which the quoted voice of
the "luminary” grieving his “elegant wife now /
ravaged by Alzheimer's" gains clarity.

speaker rhapsodizes that when “I feel fine frenzy
of a poem, / my emotions overwhelm me like in
coming tide surging over sand. /1 need to chew on
bones of experience, / Drink dregs of bitterness,
/ taste ashes of regret." The muse responds, “You
need to take out our garbage and walk the dog.”
It is a comic triumph of the concrete over the ab
stract. of characterization over lyric rumination.
While her message transcends the self-absorbed
individual on behalf of service to others, her voice
celebrates the genuine individuality that eludes
both Stephen Daedalus and Schwarz's speaker. It
is a healthy balance between lyric and narrative.

The themes of speech, voice, and artistic
expression are explicit throughout Schwarz’s
poems and reinforce our sense that the voices
of his poems work in much the same ways as
the sounds of his brook. The creek is “baritone,"
“tenor,” “soprano." In “Mother in Hospice, April
2005.” the mother's “final words were who she
was," and the figure of Marcia “knew what to
The allusions of Schwarz’s poems to earlier
do and say." The speaker remembers his arrival works of literature repeat these dynamics, offer
in Ithaca "bursting with words and promise.” In ing characters and situations defined, in part, by
the companion poems "The American Scholar” their familiarity to the reader as well as by the
and “The Muse Returns," the speaker's muse artistic strategies of the earlier writers. Against
instructs him on the writing of poetry In treat these specifics. Schwarz’s speakers come to their
ing the theme of expression. Schwarz’s voices own conclusions about them, generalizing in
play out the opposition and. at the same time, sometimes lyric terms. In response to Auden’s
the mysterious partnership between the narrative "Musee des Beaux Arts,” Schwarz's poem speaks
and the lyrical, the concrete and the transcendent ot “cry' of mothers who / have lost their kin and
that we have seen in his poems. In her advice to kind....’’ In response to Joyce’s Leopold Bloom,
the character of the poet that he avoid burdening Schwarz writes
his readers with his narcissism. Schwarz’s muse
likens the poet to Joyce’s Stephen in A Portrait
His scars are psychic scars,
o f the Artist as a Young Man, who cannot find his
like ones we all bear,
own poetic voice because, in his self-conscious
and his, like our Hades, is within:
attempt to write as he thinks a poet should write,
fears, obsessions,
he cannot silence Shelley’s voice in his own work.
and dimly acknowledged needs.
Schwarz’s muse warns the poem’s speaker against
He, too, is teacher;
the same mistake: “Are you having delusions that
his subject is humanity.
you are Shelley or Wiesel?" Counseling against
He is Stephen’s Nestor
rhapsodic self-inflation that is out of touch with
but also his Virgil,
one’s own reality and that of others, her advice is
accompanying him —and yes, us —
reminiscent of the wisdom of the dying mother
through divinely human comedy.
who counsels her family to avoid conflict; both
women urge a form of coalescence rather than
The phrases “He, too, is teacher" and “through
self-assertion. Yet, the muse exemplifies perfectly divinely human comedy" underscore the abstrac
the premise that Schwarz’s dramatized voices tion of their nouns by omitting articles and speak
gain clarity against the voice of the speaker. The with the graceful cadences of lyric. Furthermore.
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both poems treat broadly-inclusive subjects: the
suffering of Icarus is extended to all mothers who
have lost children to violence; the Hades of Bloom
lies within us all and, like Dante’s Inferno, is part
of the cosmos of all people. Schwarz’s citations
of transcendent truths add to the lyricism of these
poems.
And yet, in these poems, the images of
Brueghels’s painting about which Auden is writ
ing, the details of Picasso’s painting that Schwarz
mentions, the historical detail of Max Jacob’s
seizure by the Nazis, the plot details from Ulysses
listed in Schwarz’s response to that novel: these
concrete specifics are the stuff of narrative. Perhaps
this mingling of literary modes evokes Schwarz's
brook on the subject of literary allusion, finding
in it an author’s personal experience with a prior
work, through which the work transcends the spe
cifics of its original creation and contents. As such,
allusion becomes a gesture of both narrative and
lyric impulse.
In the response to Auden, Schwarz’s speaker
urges an empathy for those who suffer, and a
willingness to “imagine / paranoid fantasies trig
gering / psychotic explosive acts” that reminds us,
in its extension beyond our own experience, of the
speaker’s willingness in “Generations” to imagine
the elderly guests as they were when they were
younger, realizing that “I soon will be them.” In
his response to Joyce, Schwarz’s speaker celebrates
the same impulse while meditating on the character
of Leopold Bloom, his pain and courage in the
face of insult as a Jew, his tolerant and forgiving
nature reflected in a citation from Ulysses with
which Schwarz begins his poem: “Force, hatred,
history, all that. That’s not the life for men and
women, insult and hatred.” It is the same tolerance
and forgiveness that we, as readers of Ulysses, see
when a hurt Bloom gives his persecutor the benefit
of the doubt: “Perhaps not to hurt he meant” (Joyce
311). In their quest for understanding rather than
self-centeredness, both poems celebrate the pla
teau on which the separate cataracts of Schwarz’s

creek coalesce. Ironically, in both poems, it is in
exploring and honoring the experiences of specific
individuals, and thereby lowering the boundar
ies between them, that both poems abstract to an
overall practice of tolerance that would embrace
all individuals. From this perspective, tolerance
seems like an abstraction fostered by specifics.
Perhaps there is a suggestion in Schwarz’s poems
that allusion is a lyrical process that starts with the
detailed familiarity of narrative.
Schwarz’s poetry is highly allusive, referring
to classic works of literature from Dante to Auden,
to works of visual art, and to figures of mythology
and religion (like the Christ implied by the pun
ning phrase "divinely human comedy”). In a letter
to a Mr. Kean, John Keats referred to the creative
process of alluding to one's artistic forebears as an
“immortal freemasonry “ (quoted in Bate 201); in
its allusiveness, Schwarz’s poetry engages in just
such a process, building an artistic edifice that
combines the bricks of prior works with his own
creations. It is a coalescing activity, and it enacts
in the arena of art the same work of empathy tor
which Schwarz, echoing Bloom, calls. In his 1939
elegy “In Memory of W. B. Yeats,” Auden wrote,
“For poetry makes nothing happen,” appearing to
disagree with Yeats’s view that art could respond
in constructive, efficacious ways to the events of
history. However, Auden’s skepticism is belied by
his poem’s celebration of Yeats’s potential impact
on the hatred of the Hitler era:
Follow, poet, follow right
To the bottom of the night.
With your unconstraining voice
Still persuade us to rejoice;
In the deserts of the heart
Let the healing fountain start,
In the prison of his days
Teach the free man how to praise.
For Dan Schwarz, there is no doubt that poetry
can make things happen. In its images, in the dia-
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logue of its characters, in its allusions, Schwarz’s
poetry claims for art the work of his creek, mak
ing music that is a sound of spring and renewal,
embracing the cacophony of disparate voices in
“orderly pattern” that transcends them and suggests
some improvement or desirable condition toward
which we might work.
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